This program is written without the wizard.
Note I am adding a record here. Add to DataSet does just that it adds the record to the dataset but to actually change the database you need to do an update and that is done in change database.
Add done with wizard.
Note that you will need to make some adjustments when you want to do an update so you do not keep getting new copies.
This is the change - set the donor.accdb to Do not copy.
Even though I am doing the wizard, I need to code the insert.
I changed this to ydonor.accdb and it works but gives me the diamond because it was expecting donor.accdb.
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I will be available Monday at 10, Tuesday from 1:45 until around 5, Thursday late if I get any requests and Friday from 11:30 to 5:40 hopefully in K116. Please let me know if you are coming Friday, I am looking for 10 students.

Women in Technology/Invitation

Please go to Brinkster and set up a free account that lets you use ASP, we will be looking at ASP soon. We are looking for a Microsoft environment as opposed to a Unix/Linux environment.

Please bring your textbook to class on Thursday. We will look at using the wizard. Some basic things are in these Smartboard note sets:

- Using the wizard to populate a grid
- Binding to a grid using the wizard
- Binding to textboxes using the wizard

VB Queries

Donor/Donation

The next topic will involve updating so check back.

I fixed the problem that we had in class today. I sent out emails to those in the class. Essentially I should have put this line in the Catch for the update: donationDT.Rows.Remove(newRecord).

Assignments:

- I want you to experiment with the wizard. Do some exploring on your own and send me the results.
- Include this in your trials: Do something involving two tables with a one to many relationship. Show information from the one side in the text boxes and information from the many side in a grid. Play around with the bars at the top that let you move through the records.

Update: ADO update start

Please finish this program so you can add a drive, remove a drive and change information about the drive. Use the add delete example I went over in class as a model.

I am available Monday at 10 and Tuesday and Thursday at 1:45. I will be around Thursday until around 4:30 and Tuesday until around 4:45.

This week we will continue with ADO. We will finish looking at the examples under 2010 hopefully. Please bring your textbook next Tuesday because we will look at using the wizard (you may need to share!)
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